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$olons Attempt
To Adjourn By Is Arrested
This Weekend

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Crackdown Ordered
429 Die In
441 Road Signs On
Louisville
Hoodlums
Labor Day
Being Put Up Juvenile
Traffic Wrecks

Vol. LXXX No. 212

General Meeting
Of Woman's Club
To Be Thursday

LOUISVILLE Moll -Pollee Chief
Carl F.. Heustis Monday ordered
Road Signs have been members at the Louisville Lree I
placed on the main roads that to crack down on juvenile delinqare coming into Murray, on the uency
lieustis told patrolmen to "take
county tine. The purpose of these
United Press International
signs is to give publicity to the off your kid gloves" and "use
The nation's motorists slowed
Two Kentucky men were, in- work of 4-H Clubs of Calloway what.ver force is necessarY- to down enough Monday to escape
jured and their car was heavily County. These signs were put tap handle young hoodlums.
setting an all-time traffic death
damaged in a headon collision on under the direction of Calloway
The chief's order came dow
record for the Labor Day week
North Market Street in Porter County 4-H Council.
following a widespread sweep of en.
Court. Paris, Terrnesee, at 7:50
There are six signs in all be- weekend violence in the Portland
Drivers heeded the pleas of
o'clock Sunday night.
hold its fall General Meeting on.
ing put up. They are located on area in which 18 persons wera pc.Ilce and safety officials and
Calvin B. Arnold. 31, Murray North and South 641. East and arrested and three police officers cut down the highway slaughter
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The his delaying tactics at a long LaThursday. September IG. This is
Senate came to work two and a bor Day session. He reaffirmed route tavo. is listed in good con- West 94. and-one fs located on injured.
.
a dinner meeting which will begin
which had been averaging five
"I have never given' an order to an hour until late in the holiday
hail' hours early today in an ef- his intention to hold the Senate dition ..at Henry County General 121 go;r1g toward Mayfield and
at 8:30.
fort to meet its week-end ad- to strict observance of its rules Hospital and William F. Wells, the other is located on 121 south get rough until now. Take off period.
- - This is me of the most importjournment goal despite Sen. Way- and bhxdt all short-cut proce- 40, Murray route three. was of New Concord on Kentucky- your kid gloves and subdue known
Reports of traffic accidents conant meetings of the year since
treated for a head injury and Tennessee state line. The one lo- prlice ftstiters before you are in- tinued to trickle in today, but
ne Morsels D-Ore., slowdown dures.
plans for the entire coming year
Senate leaders struck to their released.
campaign.
cated at Hazel on 641 is also on jured Your power of arrest re- the National Safety Council said
will be made
Investigation officers said Ar- the Kentucky - Tennessee state quires you to use whatever force the all-time traffic toll FA 453
The chamber was expected to goal of adjourning this week end.
give final congressional approval But some lawmakers believed nold was driving toward Paris, line.
is necessary to have your prisoner deaths in Labor Day'. 1951, would
Mrs. Albert Tracy. finance chairOita measure to permit higher Morse's "parliamentary war" and was struck in a headon colunder control." Heustis said.
not be exceeded.
will prerent several ideas
man,
interest rates on series E and H would force Congress to meet lision by Wells. Wells was held
Two officers were ganged up
"The chances are we will go
approval of the club. Each
the
for
on charges of driving while ingovernment savings bonds. Th.s into next week.
on in weekend tussles and even over last year's mark sf 432,"
department chairman will contact
toxicated and possession of whisis one of seven major bills stand- Other congressional news:
merchant police aided the crowd the council said. The council
their members before Thursday. It
Public Works: Democr a t s key. He was fined $58.25 in Paris
ing in the way of adjournment.
backing the assailants.•The officers' predicted 450 deaths this Labor
not contacted, members are urged
somebody
Morse, angry at what he con- planned to push through the city court and bound over to the
that
pleas to the crowd
Day.
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siders Senate Democratic Leader House by nightfall a second-try Grand Jury on the DW I charge.
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A United Press International
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dent Eisenhower to Veto -an--6ar- ing on - the wrong side of the
police stood by without 78 in miscellaneous accidents for
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lier measure.
aiding them. When the policemen an overall toll of 601.
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p. m. at the Murray General
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WASHINGTON (UPI) -The
complications.
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THE LEDGER & TIMES '

Thoroughbred Team Is Weak In
Some Spots, But Not The Center,

PuBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY. law
Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Tunas. and Tese
Etmes-Herald, October 30, 1928, and the West Eentuckiaa, Jammu
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22 STRAIGHT WINS-The Pirates' ace reliefer Elroy Face
has a big smile for his wife and the world in his Pittsburgh,
Pa.. home after trimming the Philadelphia Phillies for
his 22nd straight win and 17th of than season.

Auburn Tigers Look To
Ulm Winning Method
Quarterback Leoed Nix. the Cautious quarterback to at h Ralph
iShug, Jordan called the 'neart"
of last rears tram. will nit be
back and because .1 that the Tigers may pull a offensive surproe

Rav.-son of Pensacola. 113.,
A1.11 get plenty of act.on there.
Also Jordan cells trie
kick.ng game "another big weakness."
"We jell can't forecast whet
will happen We can't forsee the
anprorment of our cipponents. Injuries and luck. By luck I mean
winreng the close games we nave
been winning.
"I doubt serieusly if we will be
much ampruved over Inc last ••.vu
years I hope we w.11 be near par,
hOwerer." Jordan said.
The T gers have 23 lette..mc n
returning for the 19.:59 squad 55.1r.
12 seniors and 11 junici:s.
Only five re,ulars are back -Smith. Burkett. Rawson. left tackle Teddy Foret and fullback Ed
Dyes.
Aubu'rn won nine games last
yeer. were teed once by Georgia
'Tech and extended their str.ng to
24 straight games wituaut a I..3
The Tigers open the season Sep'
38 against the Terinesse-e . Vois in

Sports Parade

Ten Years Ago Today

Ted Williams Will Play
Again In 1960 Season

TERMITES

Did
You
Know?

KELLEY'S PEST
CONTROL

HOUSE PAINT

SCOTT DRUG CO.

Now '5.85 gal.

"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"

•

•

Gas!!
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a "first by getting two Russian
By OSCAR FRALEY
h Ines flown here to race against
United Press International
Argentian, Venetype
NEW YORK - (UPI) The the best from
Instead of the cot:sex-5dt
Australmarines dug an on Guardelcanal zue:a, Ireland, Germany.
scoring methods at the pa..: JorUnited States.
MONTGOMERY (right), Taint Elg and David Farrar
the
and
GEORGE
ia
attack.
for
pass
another
open
tensley
wide
a
waited
penes
dan
"This year could be our best."
face adventure and perils on their safari through the African
They stared into the night, tryfilled offense backed up bs one
Joe of the Nov. 11 class,'
says
packed
MGM.
new
with
from
drama
a
"
-Watusi,
in
Vision
into
of
wilderness
path
ing to bore a
of the r.atien's toughest defenses.
"The field will include horses
the darkness.
thrills, and showing, Wednesday and Thursday at the cool . VarJapThat defense. which last year
1
Suddenly the silence was ripp- from New Zealand, Mexico.
sity Theatre.
and Germanywas rated No 1 in the manor).
ed apart, not by bullets but by an, Peru. Braid
from Russia."
should be just as rtrang again
the p:ercing. taunting voce of and, we hope,
"It ought to make the folks
this year Beat J -rdan admits there
the enemy out there in front of
stand up and caeer." Joe asserts,
will be EC•17be difficulties. scene
thern.
"Just late the Rabe did in Jadownright puzzling
Ruth.„
Balm
with
hell
"The
Ledger & Times File ,
It happened. Sasiya Not at all. Pak"
For instance where the Tigers Knoxvil:e
- "It was" explained Jee CaseaFar1oit their key player of 1958. they
Walter
Mrs.
by
selected
Ann"
"Julia
The name
tells, one-time pitcher for the A's
appear strongest this year; where
rison as the name of the dress shop to be operated by and Red Sox and now (*lief facThey have one of the nation's best
Mrs. Bertha Jones. won her a dress, the shop announced totum of the Washington Intern4linemen returning they appear
KEEP THE FEZ BUT...
tional Race at Laurel. "the greattoday.
weakest.
Services for Mrs. Jesse G. Nfatipin, 71, who died after est insult they could thing of
A
The.r strong peira. according to
asinalPHIS. Tenn.
Maple Street, will be throwing at an an American."
Jordan. sterns Irons three "fine Stutner at the convention ,here a year's illness at her home on
Cascarella knows what he's
tomorrow afternoon
Church
Baptist
First
the
at
chance
a
for
here
men
fighting
all
held
passers"
cernpla.ned Friday that two
talking about. Because back in
te replace Nix.
swiped his maroon fez from his at 2:30.
1034 he was on the major league
Their weak sprit LS lack of depth head on a downtown street corShe is survived by her husband, two daughters and team which toured Japan. a club
at the guard and halfback posi- ner.
two sons.
walk+ included such stalwarts as
bons
"I didn't mind them tak:ng my
Gehringer, Jimmy Y41u1-•
Miss Sue Holland has accepted a position - as com- Lou
Zeke Stn:M. 1951 All-AinfTRw--the trn:dvntiftedfez- too nifiah
merce instructor in the St. Anne High School, St. Anne, Charley Getrinqger, Lefty Gomez
guard. LS back. but Jordan ha' Shriner added. "but they got my
and Earl Whitehill.
found no one to spell the 315. toupee
•
Gigantic Reception
pour.d ..nernan And who is to
"But Ruth was the man they
help Hayward Warrick and G
wanted to see." lee remembers.
the risht side of the Ii
Clapp
"I've never seen anything like
at guard' Jordan pr4bably •
the reception they gave him. It
erther junior Don Buries
was a movie premiere. the Fourth
LOREN and Anthony
Dave
Wceetward.
sophomore
or
of July and a presidential cam- SOPHIA
Quinn in a tender scene from
HarBayant
are
Those passers
paign all rolled into one,"
Paramount's "The Black Orch.
vard of Thomas-vibe. Ga, who
There was. in the geginn:ng a
romantic drama which sralso a perfectionist at running e
great deal of bowing and scrap- id",
rives Wednesday at tne Murray
option *is, off tine spat-T. a ing to the Arnenean players genDrive-In Theatre. Film feaRichard Wo-ai and Bebby Hue
erally-and to Ruth in particular.
tures Mark Richman and inboth of Lanett. Ala.
day
when
the
then
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a
But
all-time home run, h tteta. 1 place on the all-time list and
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visiting
By
seven short ef tbe
and&
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United Frees International
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past and Hunt en. a sophomore.
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NEW VORK
inembe:s in this exclusive organs- next day there was no bowing
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-but they're all lane passers," says w,
e play a eir in liK10 and Stan
neatens-Ruth with his fantastic 714 and scraping.
Wilila
Shackle
Injuries
Intlcar'';,
Jordan
it
Ruth blew his stack.
Museel aid call
Foxe with
WI:earns ties been shackled this 7-,,urre trippers. Jimmy
Pr-resat
Eradizate
Harvard suffered- a -broken lee metes of ths twee fa noels .iniggen
-Listen you guys," he reared
135 and Ott with 511.
had
has
Wood
and
last season
after calling a dressing roam
i.e bett.ng today.
impressive Totals
MICE — ROACHES
b th his knees
operatvrra
N. 'hi- man har,,r-ri " final
Musial ,r the other hand hal meeting. "You've let them get
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good.
idea
that
they're
the
ita
"had
about
just
TERMITES — RATS
:r. aga:•
res last year to
"Stan the Man" has run up Im- So today we're gonna cut 'cin to
Fleredi and Alsibi nee and
.ribbons."
totals in every departprewere
p.aise from Jorden who r
By the th.rd inning the Amerime-nt and ins record is enouen to
hem "the best passer .n nue Sou
cans. play-ing as if it was the fisandy any man. While he is ere>,
. headache
,
The Tigers' baize
nal game of the World Series, had
39. the one-time king of the Na.
that forward wall ''We just de• •
piled up a 13-0 lead.
tior,a1 League hitters has no new
have anybody •,•• back up Burk• •
"I don't remember the final
records within close proximaty and
and - Smith seire." Cascarella grinned. "But
The Destructive Termite
trastbalI has become a chore'.
. Bet Jordana squad else lac
it was something astronomical.
FREE INSPECTION
is easyto . hit .300." he Mud
it on wr.ti:i.a
a5
poured
we
And
eie.periente at beer, na:fbanks. J.,riee while sitting in the sunshine
each inning the Japanese
my Pettus ...1 Dire rd. Ala.. a- ,
letup,
durani, spring training.
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But this sees n he. is patting
'Ruth In Glory
— Licensed & Insured —
enly .259 arid It has dropped his
Ruth ate it up.
.337.
to
.340
from
lifetime average
Staff Mania
SAM KELLEY
-That" he trumpeted, "is the
Another year could only. make it
Cards
way they oughta treat us."
worse and. rm.:ale:bile, Stan no
Phone PL 3-3914
Caslearella chuckles that lie has
els by a lenge arrive of frus- j
Ted William,
longer is the wheelhorse of the
e
made a mulch better job out of
Red Sox
tr,erg injunes. As of the Moment
Cardmals.
building thelitashington Internase close it nes dropped his all-time aveeage
There Was i tigic when he e-itild
tional .into a turf ctasstc than he
Li that from .349 to 3145 because •g a I
pc for one more Nate nal League
Kurfees Eyer-Kleen
arntm- •ea.,-.n ir, when he currently is bett.ng title to tie lioness Wagner's did of pitching.
Last year he
ee sift of
mire hitt.iiit a li.iinful .239 Ted fees leegue - leading •eisht championOUTSIDE WHITE
.5 a far better hAter
ins have that he
sh.ps But now even this e.mira;
wilt 'than that and must belie' that te,r, is gone for Stan-rind the
11.0:
1.
,1”,tocre I • e final itiod year at bat would betting is that he seen veil.
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rr,,,vir hint it, iigit.n ju.rit as apei- On Sale said ly PS he feel
gal.
Th..1's reap.. n number on
MAYOR WILL SKI
is we'll,
i.-t ne oss. one me' try. The secorel
NEW ORI.F.ANS. La. (UPI) ever, more riimpe;:ing.
',.ore Zeit ir "
Mayor Deleseeps S. Mernson is
,at the moment has a a determined campaigner.
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Open All Day Thursday
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A
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Corner at 4th & Main
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IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED

By BILL BRYANT
United Press International
AUBURN. A. tral - The Auburn Tigers are looking to a new
method of ,continuing their ...ng
'string, of victories this year. and
it could be mere fruitful than the
•
old.

weighs 170
Although Murray state College's center this season. From Cham- in Springfield, he made the all- all - conference. He
to tball team a'peers to be woe- paigne, III. Summerville is 6-2 city and all-conference teems.
pounds. Cullivan says that he is
fully weak in some position this tall and weighs 205 pounds.
quirk, and determined, and
Ramsey is a graduate of High. smart,
year. center is not one of them, at
a lack of size, is definitely
despite
Ill.,
Alhambra,
Davis, a 6-0. 180 pounder from land Hiah School,
least not an the front line.
picture.
the
in
team
second
But Taylor, co-captain and the Stanton. Tenn. is a brother of AD where he was named
Racers' No. 1 center for the last
two years, makes the spot one of
the strongest on the team. J er:y
Summerville, a promising sophomore, will be the first rene've
and he will be backed by three
husky freshmen. Bob Davis, Lick
Neill. and Dave Ramsey.
Taylor, the Thoroughbred most
likely' to receive all-conferenee
hon i's. this year, is a 195-pound
senior from Evansville. Ind. Coach
Jim Cullivan says that he is a
"fine example of what love of the
game can do." As a freeshrnan he
was probably the worst physical
prospect that joined the squad.
However, a wonderful attitude and
a great desire to play saw him
eain the starting center pooitiem
has sophomore year.
Taylor's strongest point is his
defensive play as a line hacker,
eut he is a sturdy offensive play. r as well. Last year he was one
Bp Taylor co•captain
"THE MYSTERIANS" - Color
..f the irorf men of the squad,
coand
guard
regular
a
playing most every minute of' Davis,
and "GOLDEN AGE OF COMEDY"
captain on last year's squad Cull"
every game.
atgood
a
had
he
He was picked by several van eaid that
coaehes for the all-cchfn _nee team titude. was the fastest lineman air .
the squad, and had a lot of ability
last year.
as a lino backer. He has served
AND
Summerville joined the Racer three years in the Navy.
but
Anted last year as a -tryout",
Neill. a 202 pound. 18-year old,
his hard work and fine attitude
.1a-,
,
Hee -wee 4-1-irrore --frorroSerrinett.
him to crewd
experienced player out of tne No, ed by Cull:van as a boy with
a center position by the er d of enough size, a satisfactory cietens...
the season. He is slow, but his ive player, eager to learn, and
Penis
ci.dermination c mpensates for it
:reeking for a place to work. A
Cullivan says that he will be
Scholl
High
counted on Tor much relief at s en: ,••. ,if 1.ancitner
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Industrial Expansion
Sidewalks, Curbs and Gutters
Widened Streets In Some Areas
Continued Home Building
Airport For Murray
City Auditorium

•

GUARDIANS OF
KING SOLOMON'S
MINES!

Lamm,

Erse

GEORGE MONTGOMERY.TAINA Elf.rDAV1D FARRAR.
Nor
Telephone
Talk
by
F. H. RIDDLE
Your Ielephone Manager

THERE'S NO I

HING LIKL the

old-fashioned sound of

hundreds of our
the school bell ringing to remind us that
once more be
well-scrubbed, bright-faced youngsters will
all remember
let's
So
rides.
crossing streets or waiting for
our "driving manners" and heed the traffic safety

rules

of school zones and bus signs.
"••
• • •
OTHER
WINN

11Mrd•

BELLS

are ringing

more

often during the busy fall season
to — telephone bells. Most folks
have learned how easy and fast it
is to shop by phone. In fact, there's
a growing new class of consumers
in the • ountry — women who've
learned how much time they save
when .they °Eder by phone. So,

when you're at your busiest with
"things to do" piling up all around, let your telephone
•-work for you. It'll save you lots of time and steps and
doesn't cost any more whether you make one call or a
hundred (in town, of coursc).

4

• • •
AND BY THE WAY, to make your telephone shopping
easier, don't forget the Yellow Pages arc a handy guide
for the goods and services you want.
• • •
AND LADIES, here's something made to order for you.
I'm sure you'll enjoy our new 15-minute technicolor film,
"Plan for Pleasant Living"— a room-by-room tour of an

•

idea-filled home, designed and furnished in cooperation
with GOOD HOUSEKEEPING.
It'll give you a hatful of wonderful ideas for any decorating you're
planning this fall. Just call our business office and we'll arrange a showing at your next woman's club meeting, PTA meeting, or other get-together. It'll be something new and
interesting, and there's no charg,-.
-41
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This
The Car

serviced, cleaned. Parts and
9-14P
plies available. Contact your local Singer Sewing Machine representative BILL ADAMS, 201 S.
DEAD STOCK REMONED FREE. 13th St., phone PL 3-1757. tf
j
I- FOR SALE
PISMO service. Truck' dispatched
by two-way radio. Call collect RAVE YOU REULSTERED FOR
Mayfield, Phone 433. If ao answer dance classes - Tap - Ballet - TWO BEDROOM HOUSE, large
eAll collect Union City, 'rename% Acrobatic? Then call Lyndia Nicks living room, kitchen, buihins.
TWO PL 3-4647.
6-9P Located in front of Dexter church
phone TV 6-936L
of Cherst in Dexter. Priced to
RE-OPENING
OF
SEWING MACHINE REPAIRS- WATCH FOR
sell, See Carl Alexander, Kirk11.itr on all makes. repaired. Murray Auto Salvage. Owned and
S-S-P
soy, KY.

I.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Gas!!

Put:'.

*

ANS" - Color

E OF COMEDY"

•

15-apretnondfice•
detty
111-The pelf
63-Declare
41-Skin
ailment
17-Encountered
4411-A-neveg.
conflicts
69-Obtains
DOWN
1-Chapeau

kRDIANS OF
SOLOMON'S
VES!

Answer to gator

2- FundaACROSS
moan GOMM
mental
MeN101-061 corintIma
3-ConninctIon
I -Cure
mem
ROMP MM
of
4-Parcel
for
6-Prepare
000 DOOM nan
land
print
6-Choice part
9-Quarrel
ma mama 00311
4-1Mwi,pour
12-In addition
OM OM01:1 momon
7-Pnr, position
13-Girl's name
- MOP mon
I-Sunburn
14-Fruit drink
9-Clerical
OPROO =OM no
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' 10-Itypotheucal
6
.4
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ALIO °OMAR OMM
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111-Voint of
00 OMUM24 00RO
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a story
-Bone
%
Mr
17
11110111Rti
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20- Parent
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If
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'7
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22-Upright
tree
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s
22-Plunge
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64- Pall behind
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25-Complete
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4o- Things.
43- Se,ond of
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26- Meets
29-Shield
61-Printer's
41-Fungous
confidence In
SU-Rocky hill
measure
disease
'
27-Attack
22-Breaks
62-Earth
oftle
22-1'nclosed
suddenly
41-Fruit (pl.)
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34-Epic poem . 30-Traded for
64-.'. stat•
61 -Da bylon lan
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36-Greek
deity
fabbr.)
letter
33-Scorch
6C- ,, mbol for
63-Not• of
27-Thorough1,111111
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25-Petitioned
fare
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13 1 1
......;9
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..
a
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4
3
2
I
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r13
fastener
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SEVEN 9 WEEK OLD FDLIS
r •gistered English Setter puppies.
Contact Dr. Bryan, Cadiz, Kentucky, Plene LAkeside 2-6290.
U-1UC
BUILDING LOT ON BRUCE Ave.,
block from college. Poor.e PL.
9-10C
3-3749.
NEW 3 BED ROOM BRICK house
just outside city limit. AU city
convenience except taxes. Also real
nice baby bed. Phone PL 3-4770
or PL 3-3300. See Fred McClure
9-1111'
or Kynois McClure.

SQUIRREL DOG, MALE, Six yrs. SOMEONE TO CARE FOR THREE
old. Guy Smith, Almo, Kentucky, children in my home. Inquire at
9-10C house trailer, 1628 West Main after
Phone PL 3-5869.
6:00 pm.9-8C

r

102 ACRE FARM on highway
1 350 mour miles southwest of
I
FOR RENT
Murray. Large house complete
bath and utility room. Good toA
bacco barn and stock barn. 2.1 TWO ROOM UNFURNISHED
electric
tobacco base. Phone J. E. Nesbitt. p“rtment, bath. Wired for
S-9-P stove. Newly decorated. Hot, cold
PLasa 3-2935.
9-8P
water. 205 Ash Street.
ONE THREE BEDROOM HOUSE
BRICK DUPLEX UNFURNISHcar-p,_rt and electric heat on Ryan
and bath. Oil furnAve.. also one four grave lot ill ed, five rooms
North 14th Street,
Memorial Gardens, can be bought ace and garage.
9-8C
as a whole or in lots. Sold by call PLaza 3-3943.
9-9C ,
owner. Phone PL 3-3506.
FOUR ROOM APARTMENT AT
N. Sixteenth Street will be
407
or
CANNING
C-REE.N PEAS FOR
to rent Sept. 10. Unfurniseready
5-4981.
fretting. Telephone HE
Z.
9-8P ed at 535 00 per month. W.
9-10C
Carter. Ph-ne PL 3-1825.
••=6.0.
•sr
HARLEY-DAVIDSON 125 MotorBUSINES Woman.
cycle, '49. $75.00. Two wheel trad- ROOM FOR
er. 11123 €43.pliong PLaza 3-1601 or
NANCY
9-81'
PLaza 3-2404 nights.

I

by EDMOND HAMILTON
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HELP WANTED.....
5 rooms

DOUBTS POLICE

1111111 NW WM0101040

AVID FARRAR_

IN THE CALLOWAY COUNTY
FISCAL COURT IN THE MATIER
OF DISCONTINUANCE OF A
ROAD ACROSS THE PROPERTY
MORRIS, JEWEL
OF BROWN
MORRIS, WYBERT MORRIS AND
MRS. MAGGIE NEWBERRY

te BRICK DUPLEX, Uftfurnished,
and bath, oil furnaice,
NOTICE
apd garage. North 14th Street. The Fiscal Court of Calloway
9-10C County now has under consideraRELIABLE PERSON FOR house- Phone PL 3-3943.
tion the petition of Brown Morns
work. Mornings preferred. Must
have own transportation. Call /41..
ta discontinue and abandon through
9-8C 3 ROOM DOWNSTAIRS Furnished .and over his land, which road is
3-1299.
apartment. Water and heat furn- described as follows, to-wit:
SHORT ORDER N1TE COOK, day
Beginning on a dirt road runPhone PLaza 3-4552. 9-10.P
ished.
waitress, night waitress. College
ning North from the home of
Grill. Call in person, 203 North
Maggie Newberry and along the
16th or College Grill. Walter HutEast line of the petitioner and
9-111C
chens.
beginning at this petitioner's
Southeast corner said corner beMEN-WOMEN $20 DAILY. Sell
ing the Northeast corner of
Luminous nameplates. Write ReMaggie Newberry from this
9-10C
eves Cu., Attleb•.)ro, Mass.
point North to where the road
intersects a gravel highway
known as the Almo-Sheo Road.
LADY SDCRETARY and general
The public is hereby notified that
office worker 18 to 40 years of
such permission will be granted
age. Mail order business. Must be
and proper ,...rders entered if no
good typist. Ideal working condioblection to this petition is filed
tions. Air conditioned office. $1.00
with the County Judge of Calloper hour. Work up to 45 hours
way County on or before the 5th
per week. Must furnish references.
of November, 1959.
day
20
to
up
furnished
Transportation
CALLOWAY COUNTY
miles. Call in person, 8:00 a.m. to
FISCAL COURT
12:00 noon any day of week. AlBy Waylon Rayburn, Judge
bert Lee, P. 0. Box 58, Hardin,
9-8-13-'2'2C
9-5C
Kentucky, Highway 641.

I
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1-Loather
thong
6-Toll
11-Characters
istle of
old age
32-Dwelt
14-King of
Dashati
16-Sailors
(colloq.)
17-River in
Africa
It-lie iU
20-Sum
23-Nothing
24-Part in play
36-Memoranda
28-A continent
(abbr.)
29-Breake
suddenly
fl-Opulent
as-Speck
116-Box
26-Chiefs
13-lance
42-Printer's
measure
42-Choice part
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61 -Trade for
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111-South
American
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21-The
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25-Eple tic em
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30-0ravestone
32-Woody
plants
34-Irriatid
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27-Glowing
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10-Gotten uo
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WESTMINE.ri.R, Calif. (UPI)
-Aircraft worker Bill Newberry
charged with speeding and reckless driving for allegedly going
108 miles per hour. was acquitted
Friday after telling the jury that
he had told the arresting officers.
Telephone PL 3-2621
506 W. Main St
"I my car will go 108 miles
LOAN CO.'
-OWNED
you,"
to
HOME
it
'YOUR
an hour-I'll give
he said.

KISS Mit IKE-Mrs. John Hay
Whitney, wife of the U. S. ambassador to London, greets
President Eisenhower with a
kiss ow his London stopover.
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Answer to Ye sterday's Puzzle

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Legal Notice

UPSTAIRS FURNISHED APARTment for two people. 305 North
7th St. Phone PL 3-3447 or PL 39-10C
2628.
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The supernal eky rest l!s soft
ammonu come toward her.
CHAPTER 12
"Have they hurt you?" he light on them when they slipped
"WHILE jou slept, my father
silently out of the great buildasked,
VV made final, formal aliiance
"No, but ing. They paused, looking around,
head,
her
shnok
She
Wilson
SP with the Third Men," Iva
been under hypnosis for hours and then ran silently toward the
told Kirk Hammond. "He turned I've
they questioned me." A wide paved court on which were
while
metal
and
machines
ocer all the
agony cros.-;ed her face. parked the sleek plastic filers.
of
flash
to
were
taken
they
and
we saved,
They reached the nearest ene
'They've never had a Vrarrien
that buil.ing "
prisoner before and they we and Tliayn climbed lithely into its
She nodded her dark head to- learned
much from me - too cabin. Hammond after her.
ward • distant building from
"Hang on!" said Thayn, from
much!"
which came a rising and falling
lie knelt down and examined the control-seat,
white radiance and thunderous
Vertical jets whistled loudly unthe fetters that bound her wrists
hammering.
to the arms of the chair. The' derneath the belly of the craft,
Hammond felt startled, then
consisted of spiral strips of cery and it screeched upward into the
angry.
stiff plastic that Hammond found night. As Hammond clamPered
But before he could say anyunsteadily toward the seat braids
hard to uncoil.
thing, Iva added, 'The Third
"Kirk, I Mart, her hands moved and the
rapidly,
said
Thayn
Men alao wanted Thayn Marden.
have to tell you this. If you free flier went out of vertical into
They said it was vitally necesme I must try to get to my peo- horizontal flight.
father
sary to question her. My
"'They'll follow." said Thayn.
in Sharanna and warn them
ple
hours
them
to
turned her orer
the Third Men plan attack "Keep looking back."
that
ago."
Hammond did so, and after a
on Sharanna! They've tried it
For a moment It seemed to
many times before hut now, with while he described a swarm et
Hammond that he could not
the weapons they can forge out shining specks in the sky far bebreathe, that the words just spothe materials you floOnien hind them.
ken tied all his nerves into a Of
They rushed on and net at st4h
brought, they may succeed.- Befreezing knot.
lieve me, they're only wing you: low altitude that their speed
All of iii, dread and dislike of
seemed dizzying. Vet as ems
they regard you as animals."
• the unhuman Third Men focused
"I believe that, all right," he passed the pursuing fliers drew
Into an agonized fear for fhayn.
muttered, struggling with the ever closer.
"Wilson had no right to do
"We can't quite reach Shacoiled plastic.
that!" he said.
not get out into retina." said Thayn. "They'll get
must
"They
a hung tier head. 'He knew
galaxy, Kirk! Its what we've within range of us anti use their
you would object so he would not the
weapons before we do. We've only
feared. And they'll do
always
she
Then
let you be awakened."
If they can smash us and the one chance. Black Lake should
even
"But
added defensively.,
not be far ahead. If we can make
Fourth Men!"
though he's obsessed with the
As he tugged hard at the sec- them believe they've destroyed
cruel
a
not
he's
life,
of
secret
strip of plastic, he said. us-"
roan. He made them promise they ond
The softly lighted forest of
-The Fourth Men? Who are the
would not harm her either bodily
great niosa-clumps began to unFourth Men, Thayn?"
40 or mentally."
"They're another race here on reel beneath them with appalling
"And a lot a promise would
a
Althar. There's no time to ex- speed. Then a little way &wed
mean to those misfits," Hammond plain
glint of gleaming water broke the
now."
said savagely. He felt an anger
Hammond got the second strip weird forest.
and a hatred he had never felt
"There it is!" said Thayn.
plastic off. But before Thayn
before. The shattering realisation of
her wrists, "Open the cabin door and watt
grasped
he
rise
could
that he loved Thayn, followed so
beside It till I get the autopilot
looked up Into her fare.
swiftly by awareness of her posi- and
once, Thayn. on."
me
tricked
"You
tion of deadly peril, left him wild
He did that, hanging to the
Is this story of yours another
and shaken.
edge of the open door with the
trick?"
would
and
Gurth
"My father
Her brilliant eyes looked down wind screaming. Then their speed
call me a traitor for telling you,"
decreased sharply and the flier
his eyes. ''No."
Iva said. -I don't love the Vra- Into
yards
"You know ehe I came after sank lower, now only a few
4 men. But I'm far more afraid of you,
above the loftiest mosses.
don't you?"
these strange Third Men. I can't
She whispered, "Don't say it." "Take my hand and imp when
help thinking that lhayn may
"Why not say It? I'm a fool. i do!" Thayn said in his ear.
have told the truth when she
It seemed startlingly suicidal to
I'm fool enough to say I love you
warned of terribla danger from
to hope that you love rye." Hammond but he made no objecand
these people."
hand.
Her lips quivered. "I do, but-" tion. He gripped her small
"Do you know where she is?"
"Now!" she exclaimed, and
He waited for no more. He
Hammond asked.
kissed her, And her lips answered threw herself out of the door with
"Father said he turned her over
his with an almost desperate pas- him.
to them in the same room where
They plunged Into a big, soft,
And then her head drew
shin.
Iva
you talked this morning,"
yielding MASS only a few yards
bark.
is."
that
know
"I
where
don't
said.
mp.
"It Is hopeless! We Vramen below. It was a great moss-clu
"I do," Hammond said. He
estimated
cannot really loVe anyone. I Thayn had accurately
mride up his mind ftwiftly. He
Po
thought I had forgotten all such the exact moment of jumping
first made mire the shocker wits
away from ns to land in It.
tore
She
emotions!"
still In his pocket. Then he
The empty flier plummeted
and rose to her feet.
stepped out Into the corridor and him
a
Hammonds mind was a swirl down and disappeared with
passed 'silent rocms In which the
of emotion. All he could think of splash Into the dark water.
other Hoomen slept.
"They will think we are still
WW1 that he loved a woman who
• • •
was not quite human with all his in it," Thayn trim-morel. "Unless
trick."
Hammond saw that no one heart and that she returned his they suspect the
was in the big room except Thayn love.
Thayn's urgent voice recalled
Marden. who sat fettered Li a
Hammond gains frightening
Into, "We have only 'one chalice
chair,
knowledge of the other strange
She wrist facing him, and her of.getting warning to Sharanna,
thnt peoples the planet of
face wart no longer dull and dated, anti that Is to relse a flier. I can race
Althar. as "Man %the ellseed
but it had a haggard, Infinitely operate Inc - we've captured
reaches a stirring
weary expression. Then her blue more than che of them In the the Steen"
'ontorrow,
llniat
'eyes Opened vlO na she sivs p 0."
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SLAYS
WHAT (MOAN) WOULD
YOU SUGGEST I

YOU'RE JADED, TIRED,
ALABAMA BROWN:YOUR
MIND REFUSES TO FUNCTION
HERE IN THE CROWDED
CONFUSION OF
BIG CITY-

DO, MAX?

DO-'? WHY, PUT A HUNDRED
MILES BETWEEN YOURSELF
AND THE CITY, GET BACK
TO THE PEOPLETHE PEOPLE YOU
USE0 TO WRITE

ABOUT,'

Raeburn Van

Burea

I SUPPOSE I CAN GET USE-0
TO PEOPLE AGAIN - W IT MEANS
THE POOR SLOBS PROviDE
ME 4tH MATER'AL
FOR A NEW
ALABAMA

BROWN HIT,"
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Hoagy Says
Being Low
Man Enjoyable

Phone PL 3-4707 or
ID 6-3327

Lochie Landoll, Editor

BACKSTAIRS AT -FHE
WHITEHOUSE

Funeral...

off a probe of the Garsson munition combine - a business Lliat
started from a shoestring and
ended with 78 million dollars in
war c‘intracts. The committee said
it found evidence that linked
May to those contracts.
May was summoned before the
committee but never appeared. He
suffered a heart attack that confined him to his big brick home
here.
He lost the election to young
W. Howes Meade, a Republican
war veteran. In 1947, after a 42day trial, May and the Garsson
brothers were convicted and sentenced. May fought back but his
efforts only delayed the time he
was to begin serving in an institution.
Finally, he was committed.
But whatever his shortcomings,
"Jack" May demanded a great
deal of respect in Washington
and back in his home state of
Kentucky. Many knew May as
an able congressanlan who steered
through Congress many important war-tXne mAsures including the Selective Service Act.
He is survived by one daughter.
Mrs. Olga Latta:- and one son, R.
V. May, both cif Prestonsburg,
seven grandchildren, and three
great-gna ndch:Id ren.

(Continued from Page One)
By MERRIMAN SMITH
UPI White House Reporter
mer congressman who came from
PARIS (UPI) - Backstairs at a poor mountain family in Floyd
the Paris White House:
County, was to be buried in Mayo
Pity the poor switchboard op- Cemetery here.
erators who travel as .part of the
The six pallbearers were fellow
White House staff when Presi- church members and deacons of
dent asenhower is on tour. These the church where May himself
young men have to stop and had served as deacon.
Editor's Net.: Vernon Scott
IS ,n
vacation. Toctay's guest
May, who died Sunday of Com4 think which White House is itBonn, London' or Paris.
columnist is pianist-actor Haagy
plications arising from a Kidney
in
piano
playing
coward,,,
sort
of
the
way
they
That's
answer infection at a Prestonsburg hosCarmichael who explains his
their switchboard on outside calls pitau, was the victim of a waranproboble casting in a new- a nice way, of course.
anyone
Now,
tend
to
think
lest
White
-"The Bonn
House." And, time bribery scandal that led to
western series.
all day nu,toil; and pot luck traveling as fast as the president his
that my role in "Laramie", will
conviction and a nine month
September
Sib
Tuesday,
!
luncheon
one.
may
I
not be an emportant
has, the boys have to keep on prison term. He was found giulBy 110AGY CARMICHAEL
take the liberty of pointing out
their toes in remembering the ty of accepting $53,000 in bribes
Murray Star Lila/0er No 433
that during the entire series I 08Z will meet at the NI.e.onic
to use his influence as chairman
Circles Two through Five of the iright name of the town.
Writteu For IIPI
will be very friendly.
It seems strange here in the of the committee he headed to
WM,S, First Baptist Church, will
Hail at 7:30 in the evening.
HOLLYWOOD UP
In a teleThis characterization_ is.._1:10t to t
••••
meet at 2:30 in the afternoon -French capital to ask the regular secure defense contracts for the
vis.on world crowded shoulder to
be taken lightly because, in the
Circle One of the WMS First the following places: Circle two French operator for a number, munitions makers, Murray and
shoulder with husky, square-jawwest. a friend_ in need_ was Baptist Church will meet at the at the home of Mrs.. E. C. Janda; hear it buzz and then have a Henry Carson.
ed, slim-hipped western stars. I early
a friend indeed. Therefore, "frien- cabin of Mrs. Noel atelugin I. r an Circle Three with Mrs. F. W. distinctly American male voice
After May served the sentence
enjoy the rather unusual distinctdliness" becomes a most important
Crawford; Circle Four with Mrs. bocm out at the other end, "Paris in a federal prison at Ashland he
ion of being low mac at the
ingredient in our dramas of action
was released and returned to his
T. C. Einmerson; Circle Five at White' House."
'hitching poet,
and adventure.
home here. In 1952. through the
the Baptist Mission.
Alter ugh it may come as some• • • •
Think back. if you will - what
And speaking of telephones, intervention of President Harry
what of a shock to viewers who
Maj.
John
E.
Eisenhower,
the
western drama would be complete
S. Truman, he won a full pardon
,t.11 believe WI Santa Calus or
Wednesday. September lith
president's son, probably wishes and the state Court of Appeals
if a hero could not turn to somethe Rcrver Boys...I'll probably
Crafts
club
will
and
Arts
The
the things never had been invent- later restored him to the practice
one and say -well get out alive
never be a western her even if
meet at 2.30 in the afternoon in ed.
or "let me go 1 can reach trie
of law in Kentucky.
I live to be a hundred,
Overbey.
L.
M.
the home of Mrs.
The 37-year,old, deeply confort"
The former congressman never
As one of the stars on NBC s
••
•
•
scientious John Eisenhower in his acknitted he was guilty. He
Agreeable by Nature
new "Laramie- series I will probBantle
capacity as assistant White House claimed as a key man in AmeriThe WMU of the First
You see. :f I did this sort of
ably shatter years of Ho.tywood
Church will meet at six o'clock in staff officer. is really in charge ea:s defense planning he did noththing. there would be a big diswestern tradition by being slay.
, cussiLh at that pant in the story
the evening for a pot luck dinner. of his father's current trip. In ing for the Garssons that he had
on the draw, by riding badly, and as to who would be the hero. Tins
Mrs. William Lee, foreign infe- charge to the extne that, as "pro- not done for many other firms in
by demonstratina complete ignor- way the matter is all cut and
By ELMER C. WALZER
st:nary. will teach the ViMil book ject officer," all detailed plans order to speed the war effort.
ance in distinguishing a Choctaw dried before we start out.
t'Pl Financial Editor
-Christian Witnessing" by Floyd must clear through him.
The Kentuckiarn's integrity was
,acick M. Bernard. from a Pawnee.
John is a highly security-con- never questioned until shortly beActually, I'm a friendly, agree- 'NEW YORK IJPL My only recollection of the lat- able man by nature and this sort market will show a moderate loss
• •••
scious Army officer. He hates the fore the election of 1946. An anoter tribes stems back to the time of thing comes rather essay to me. for the month of August after
public limelight and consistently nymous pencil note to the war
Thursday, September Illtb
Paul Francis Webster and I wrote
lotuses to say anythitg for pub- investigating committee touched
Our casting director explained having set several records.
The General Meeting of the lication.
•
the s.mg "Doctor. Lawyer and my part this way...-Hoa-gy. boy.
On Aug. 3, the Industrial AverBEHIND BARS AGAIN
Indian Chief- for a Betty Hutton The way we see you is kind'a like age reached its highest !eve:. in Murray Woman's Club will be a
Last week in London. however.
dinner at 6:30 at the club house. „members of the president's travmusical
PHANICLIN. Va. (UPI) - Jes
a mature, pioneer Perry Como. history at 678.10. That was up
••••
Piano Playing Coward
94 45 points from the 1956 ciose,
el .party were astonished, even se Hunter, 37, recently from
1-kin.w. relaxed."
These facts, said but true, are
itself the record to that date. It
shocked, to pick up one of Brit- jail, was behind bars again toMit
September
Friday,
the bane of every publicity man
In any case. "Laramie" will Um- was up 398.23 points or 140 per
ain's foremost Morning newspap- day because a judge refused to
Convention
The -raT-ii-District
who has been assigned to let the doubtedly chalk up- an interft-ting cent over the low of 1954.
ers
with an interview by John beheve him.
Methodist
will meet at the First
The hunter claimed he was
world know that Hoagland Car- television "first" when yours truly
At -the Aug. 3 high, the valuesplashed
all over the front page.
f
Church_ with coffee and registra,
nuchael is- an integral -part of first ttrM the -screen -as
rocking criair -Mat-of- ntt
stuck,
-Most-tif- -the Vithite House etaff -merely -taking- -to- -the- laundry
beginning at 9:3IJ a.m. Memlion
new series.
cowboy...kind'a like a mature the previous record of 310-billion
members thought that -here was three prison sheets and a pillowhers aie asked to bring a saes
You might say that 1 portray a pioneer Perry Como.
dollars set on July 31. Another
a blant example of fraudulent case found in his possession.
lunch
journalism. John
recn rd was the rise above the
Eisenhower
••• •
would never in the world consent
previous top for all tune of 5.52b.1 HOUR SERVICE
to an interview and, further00p.000 shares listed touched on
FISH STORY REVERSED
Monday. September 14th
July 31.
TOKYO (UPI) - Crewmen of
The Presiiyterian Church's Wom- more, the story 'was datelined
The Industrial Average :s the en's Association will meet at 8 from Chequers, the estate of the two-ton fishing boat Shoei
only one that hie ever been able p.m. in the home of Mrs. Harry Prime Minister Harold MadMil- Maru were almost sorry today
Ian. John Was spending The week- atiut the one that didn't get
to- 554 above its 1929 high of 391.17 Hawkins.
end with his father at Chequers away.
set or. Sept. 3 of that year. At its
l and no reporters was allowed inrecord hiati on Aug. 3 this year
The boat reached its home port
Tuesday. September 15th
.s.de the gates.
this average was up :516 93 points
on Shikiku Island well overdue
the
Department
of
Music
The
Yet, the day passed without a after hooking a 528-pound tuna
from the 1950 t. p.
Fresh As A Flower
. The railraad average high so Woman's Club will meet at the denial of the story by Press Sec- that dragged it for 22 hours be6:311
at
retary James "C. Hagerty-even fore finally giving up.
In Just On* Hour!
far this year of July 8 at 173.56 club house for a ineetina
while the town was flooded with
was off 15.55 points from the 1929 p.m.
•
•
•
•
copies of the paper describing
top, the all-terne record high of
Martinizing Means Cleaner, Brighter Clothes
The Christian W.Inen's Fellow- where John was when he gave
189 11 The utility average at its
h4th for 1959 set on March 18 at ship of the First Christian Church the inerview, even to the point
94 70 was ,down 49 91 points from will meet for a put luck dinner of describing the desk by which
he stood.
•••
its record high touched cc Sept. at the church at 6:30 p.m.
Never An Extra Charge!
• • • •
It developed later that Hag21. 1929 at 14461. The latter avererty did not deny the story for
age has been hurt by elimination
Monday. September 214
a simple reason. It was largely
of many giant utlity holding cornThe Toastmistress club will meet true.
parries.
the Woman's Club house It
John. shortly after his arrival
Utilities The Best
6 30 pm.
was attempting to make a call
TUES. thru THuRS., SEPT. 8 - /0
ln fact. uLlotse.s were the tagst
•
•
•
'
•
over what he thought was a
perfnerners in the stock .marret 111
White Ifouse phone,
'August. managing to hold glightiy
It wasn't, In fact, it was a diabove the July close This strength
riect line t.i the outside and on
reflects s ome tendency toward
the other end. John w5 startmore defensive avtues
led to hear a vcjg1. know
The credit item that has been
who he was.
O rising sharply is consumer credit
He gave his name. Whereupon
which spurted 926-million dollars
the cheery voice identified itself
or 2 per cerWln/june. With conas that of a reporter who wantsinner credit a t46.7-billion dollars
ed to know how John's father
this
phase
giving
are
experts
the
Open Each Thursday Afternoon
enjoyed the tumultous weicome
of the economy close scrutiny on
accorded hirn by the people of
the belief that here mired be one
London.
of the excesses that will unsettle
John was betwixt and between.
things later on
He iQd his father thought it was
The present Dow-Jones Induss'tunnsng.
295 Main
Plaza 3-9174
trial Average dates back to the
His father was most plead.
beginning of 1897. The first aver-_
SIG HOAX-Mrs. Jean NacarNext to A &P and New Parking I,ot
highly honored. And about this
age in this series was_40.74 on
ell, searched out in a Pittstime, John realized through the
Jan 2, 1807
burgh, Pa., restaurant, admits
1 HOUR SERVICE
questions that he was beof
hail
The :11,Pragr set its record low
the word she spread that she
ing interviewed. This eorieserawas Inheriting 82,000,000 from
on April 19-1697 at 36 415 Then
tio ended rather qUickly.
an uncle, a Scottish ship decame a series of ups and clowns
CALLS FOR ARRESTS-The Ett.
And how was the reported able
signer, was a hoax. She admits
in moderate awing to Nov. 3,
Rev. Msgr. Joseph A. McCafto describe so accurately the loIt also wasn't true that she
1919 when it touched 11962. A
frey, delivering a sermon at
cale of John's telephone ca:11had cancer and only 12 months
decl.ne brought it to 63 90 on
funeral of Anthony Krzesinski,
Very simple. The newsmen had
to live, hasn't got ft/I:laughter
Aug. 24. 1921. the depth of the
who was stabbed to death in a
been to Chequers two days bewho Is a doctor, hasn't got
poet-World War5 1 recessionplayground gang rumble in
fore on an inspection tour conanother daughter who is a
From 1921 the:e was an aim ,st
New York, calls for the arrest
ducted by the prime minister for
nurse, and wasn't a beauty
steady rise to the peak for 1929 'and jailing of '411 known memthe press before the Eisenhowers
queen In The early 1930s.
on 36117 on Sept. 3 Then came
bens of juvenile_gangs." . arrived.
the precipitate declipe to 41.22 on
July 8. 1932. A substantial rally
brought it to 194.40 or. March 10,
1937.
Then came a drop to 9252 on
April 26, 1942. 17 year; and four
months ago This 92%2 figure for
a elusing average is significant
since ft has never been touched
in more than 17 yews and at the
recent high the Incleatrials were
up 585.18 points or abc-ra 630 pera
cent from that faro,-

Social Calendar

-

Stock Market
To Show Loss
For August

Murray Hospital

1 HOUR SERVICE

a

ON 104RUSHCHEV VISIT - Addressing the American Legion
Minneapolis,
in
convention
Minn.. Vice President Richard
Nixon says "There is no doubt
whatever that the interests of
the United States and the free
world will be vigorously. firmly
and aggressively represented
by time President" when Soviet
Premier Nikita Khrustichev
visits the U. S.

Solons
1ContInued from Page One)
to designate countries to which
Americans cduld not travel. The
bill falls short of the travel-curbing restrictions the State Department wants.
Civil Rights: Angry southern*
reaction to recommendations of
Civil
Rights Commission
the
ithreatened to upset the plan of
congressional leaders to extend
the agency for one year. The
commission will die in 60 days if
Congress does not act.

(Continued from Page One)
5th.; Miss Margaret Steytler, 109
Ne, 14th.; Mrs Hasten Wright,
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NOTICE
Sholar's Auto Repair
Is Now Located At

209 South 7th Street
All customers and friends
are invited to bring your
car troubles to our new
location.
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One Hour Martinizing
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SECURITY
the bank means a lot: help

time of financial emergency and security
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my future. That's why I save at my friendly
bank. Try it ... you'll be glad you did."

BANK of MURRAY
MEMBER

F.D.I.C.
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TUESDAY through SATURDAY

Open - 6:15 * Start 7:15
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I save
regularly
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MEN'S SUITS
SWEATERS
CAR COATS
OVERCOATS
PLAIN SKIRTS

-
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only
only
only
only
only

99e
49e
70e
990
49e

(These l'rices Cash and Car
/111
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WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY

-TWO

LOCATIONS -

Boone Laundry & Cleaners
RASH FIRE KILLS EIGHTMISONERS-- AuthorIttes are seeking the cause of a flash fire which
turned an overcrowded county Jail In Tom!' River, N. J., into a panic-riddin inferno, killing
eight prisoners trapped in their cells and injuring 15 others. At the left a guard examines a
window through which some prisoners escaped. At the right is the blackened, second-floor cell
where.- the fire started. Flye-witnessea said names shot from the cell like a flame-thrower.
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